08 mirror conversion wiring

Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Anybody who uses his eight-lug truck for
towingâ€”which probably applies to many heavy-duty pickup ownersâ€”knows the importance
of side mirrors when it comes to seeing clearly along the sides of the tow rig for changing
lanes, making sharp turns, and backing into tight spots. One approach to minimizing blind
spots is to attach aftermarket towing mirrors, with the downside being that they might rattle and
shake more than factory mirrors. However, there's another way to maximize the viewing angle
and upgrade the look of a truck in this case, a Ford Super Duty at the same time: swap out the
side mirrors with newer factory models. In particular, Ford's 'and-later trucks have much larger
side mirrors with about 30 percent more surface area , providing a bigger field of rearward
vision than previous model years '99 to ' In addition, the newer design is beefier in construction
and includes a turn signal and marker light, plus an optional heaterâ€”all of which make for a
safer setup when towing. Changing out the old for the new is not just a simple swap, though.
Depending on the model used, the wiring harness will likely have a couple extra pins and
receptacles in the connectors, which need to be swapped out with either a factory or an
aftermarket component. That process involves tapping into the wires on the steering column
and possibly using the wiring in the window-cancel switch as well, if the mirrors are heated. He
also suggested a simpler method of connecting a pair of wires from each of the headlights and
running them through the fenders and doorjambs to provide juice for the lighted option on the
newer mirrors. There are a number of ways to handle the wiring, so be prepared to use a variety
of connectors. It may also be necessary to study some wiring diagrams. Whichever method of
wiring is used, the difference in rear visibility is dramatic. After all, nobody likes having big
blind spots when you have a big trailer in tow, and this mirror swap makes for a much-improved
field of vision. Tim Anderson's '02 Ford F not only has later-model side mirrors for a better rear
view but also a number of other upgrades from various Ford model years, including the
suspension from an '07 F and a '10 Ford tailgate with the integrated step. Here's how the side
mirrors from different model years compare in size. The surface area of the ' and-newer Ford
mirrors is about a third larger in size than the ' to-'07 units. Note the addition of the turn signal
light in the newer mirror and the bigger support arms as well. The larger size of the housing
accommodates the bigger mirror glass. Removing the trim panel on the inside of the door
exposes the holes for the mounting bolts. You will probably need to pull out the door panel as
well to access additional wiring for operating the power mirror. Once unbolted, the old mirror
simply lifts out and the new mirror fits into the same bolt pattern. Take note of whether the
mirror is heated or not, as this will affect the wiring. Access the wiring harness for the mirror in
the steering column by removing the cover panel. The wires will vary depending on the options
of the particular mirrors used and might require splicing in additional wires from the headlights
for extra juice. Don't settle for electrician tape or screw-nut wire connectors. Use crimp-style
butt connectors with shrinkwrap as shown here or, even better, solder the wires together. Note
the difference between the older Ford connector with fewer wires and the newer style
connector. The three-wire style for the older mirror is non-lighted and non-heated. At right is the
early-style connector, and the one on the left is 'and-newer, with more receptacles. The upper
mirror is now for closer objects, while the lower one which is convex for a much wider field of
vision than the previous type of mirror is for sighting along the side of a trailer in tow. More
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terms of use. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should
fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge.
This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final
shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: This video will show you how to remove a
broken side mirror and replace it with a new one on your Ford F Super Duty. This item may be
interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is
provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical
to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your
vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your
Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
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item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Pry off the reflector. Pry up the switch panel.
Disconnect all of the harnesses on the switch panel. Pull the triangular trim panel off. Remove
the two uncovered 7mm bolts. Lift the door panel up and off. Turn the courtesy light
counterclockwise to remove. Pull down the water shield. Disconnect the mirror harness.
Remove the four 11mm nuts that secure the mirror. Pull the mirror out and off. Peel the backing
off of the new pad and stick it down into place. Feed the harness down into the door. Line up
your side mirror and push it into place. Reconnect the mirror harness. Replace the water shield.
Hook the bottom clips on the door panel into place. Twist the courtesy light clockwise into
place. Push the panel into place. Replace the two 7mm bolts. Replace the triangular trim panel.
Reconnect the switch panel and push it down into place back first. Reconnect the negative
battery cable. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Ford. Product Reviews. Did not
fit. Connectors are complete different then on my f Picked up some Excursion mirrors for my F
Wiring was different so I got these adapters. Absolutely plug and play. No problems at all. Fast
shipping and priced right. Excellent fit! This was an excellent purchase for me as I had to
replace my mirrors, and they were from a newer truck. I did not want to cut and splice wires for
fear of having potential future problems. These clipped right in, no fuss. Customer service was
excellent as well! Will be buying more parts through this company. These did not have the same
connector as my OEM mirrors I pulled off my 08 f I was able to cut the ends and use them
however as extensions. Mirror Adapter kit. Perfect fit. Worked Great! The quality of this adapter
is great. My truck didn't have lights or heaters in the mirrors so, in reality, I could have simply
cut all of the plugs off and hardwired them since there were only 3 factory wires and I had to
wire in the lights and heaters. Either way, great purchase and product. Ford mirror harness. I
would highly recommend. Great Product Makes installation to upgraded mirrors super easy.
Highly recommend. Wiring for mirror. Perfect fit,. They worked awesome. The product was great
aswell the price. Will this convert a truck without heat and signal to a newer mirrior that has
those features? Tony S. Hello, This does not convert options. This is an adapter harness for the
round and rectangle connector because FORD decided to use different connectors for the same
options on certain model year trucks. Brian F. It didn't in my Ford F , I had to splice some of the
wires and add some. Kerry D. These adapters simply connect existing electric and heated mirror
conections to the newer style mirror. Marker lights and signals will need to be wired separately.
Aaron L. Trevor W. Are these adapters wired for signals? Kenneth W. They are only wired for
mirror power and heat. Kent J. No they are not. Eric R. Those need to be wired separately into
the truck. Greg A. Correct for power and heated mirrors. Have f mirrors with power and heat,
putting on f Will these connectors plug into the mirrors? Brett O. No, these adapters will not
work for that application. Tim K. Nope the plugs on the ends are different. Austin K. I am
replacing my small power mirrors with with power tow mirrors. Will this simply convert my
round plug to the new flat plug? Aaron G. Yes as long as your OEM mirrors and the new towing
mirrors are power and heated. Alex P. I have a f will this adapter hook up new mirrors? I
understand the turn signals will not,work I just want to make the power mirrors do. Jonathan S. I
believe they will work. The configuration of the adapter gives you several options. Robert B. I
used them on my f to upgrade to the new style mirrors and they worked great. Plug and play for
the adjustments. Scott W. I have this y adapter and need to figure out how to connect the
parking lights. Artie P. Michael Y. This wiring adapter is for models that only have power and
heat as features. Thank you for your inquiry. Andra M. Even though my truck doesn't have
heated mirrors. Will these work? And if they will how do they turn on and off? James B. Mirror
parts should be replaced in an "option for option" fashion. If your mirrors do not have the same
options that are listed in our listing, there is a possibility that this mirror may not function
properly. Please let us know if you have any other questions. Adam G. Does this work as a turn
signal adapter as well? Manny S. No it does not. To be honest i never installed mine yet i wired
them straight up bc i was to impatient to wait for them to show so they are sitting in a box in my
garage. Rusty H. No, if you have a you have to hardwire the signals, drl's and defrost. The
adapters are merely for power control. Taurean T. These adapters are not to add options to your
mirrors. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct
fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
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question. These parts are designed to conveniently and afably adapt the older 4-pin round and
2-pin square plugs on your towing mirrors into newer pin connectors. Quality Unless noted
otherwise, these are new aftermarket parts. They align with Original Equipment OE
specifications and act as an upgraded replacement for the factory part. Skip to main content.
FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. About this
item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
EverydayAutoParts. Sold by Autobodynow and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Set of Towing
Mirror Upgrade Adapters These parts are designed to conveniently and afably adapt the older
4-pin round and 2-pin square plugs on your towing mirrors into newer pin connectors.
Excursion Super Duty Pickup Truck Quality Unless noted otherwise, these are new aftermarket
parts. See Seller details for available warranty, return policy and more. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Motorcraft FL Oil Filter. Motorcraft FD Fuel Filter. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This adaptor does NOT mate with the
switch. First, it connects only the three wires of the mirror, the smaller, round, two-wire
connector is a simple ground. This is a lot of money for a half-populated adapter. You are better
off cutting off their plugs and splicing the ends. Treg on May 18, Images in this review. Used on
my excursion to keep the heated mirror function. One person
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